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How to test for spark on your MSD 6 Series. FAQ's Question. Next attach your Black voltmeter
wire to an engine ground on a good ground source. We suggest a manifold, or header bolt. Most
anywhere on the engine is good. Now the voltage should read about 11 to 12 volts at this point.
Remember to turn the key on for this reading! Next, place a credit card down into the
distributor, blocking the 2 photo optic eyes on top the module facing each other on the top.
With eyes blocked, the volts should drop way down below 2 volts or less. This drop is a must! If
the voltage drops down to anything under 2 volts, then the module is good and ready to use. If
the voltage does NOT drop, the module will need to be replaced. This damage could have been
caused by many things, such as: power surge from an alternator, high resistance spark plugs
and plug wires, improper ground wires, if someone has given you a jump, if you have given
someone a jump, or battery chargers, which can also damage ignition modules. If voltage
always stays below 2 volts and never increases up to volts, then the module has been spiked by
high voltage and needs to be replaced. NOTE: The lack of a ballast resistor will cause this type
of spike. If the voltage only drops down to volts, this will produce a weak spark: too weak to run
engine and the module will need to be replaced. The Green wire connects to the Negative - coil
terminal. The brown wire must be ground to the engine. All Unilite distributors need coils with a
minimum amount of 1. Coils are 12 volts; however, they do have different amounts of primary
resistance, which is measured in Ohms. You can still use a coil with less than 1. It is Important
to know that the Unilite distributor will work initially on the engine with less than 1. It only takes
a short period of time to burn up the module using a coil with the wrong resistance. What is the
part number for the Unilite distributor replacement ignition module? There are two modules that
are available. The first is Mallory part , and the second is Mallory part M. Both come with a 1
year warranty. Why is my Mallory electric fuel pump fluctuating in pressure and jumping all
over? There are many things that could cause this issue. The top offenders include using the
wrong size fuel pressure regulator, not using a return line, or having a return line that is too
small. Does Mallory sell an electronic distributor conversion kit to do away with my points set
up? YES, there are two 2 choices of kits to choose from when purchasing our conversion kit.
First, you will need to know what kind of distributor you have now. If it is a Mallory, we will need
the Mallory Part number. The kits are called "E-Spark" conversion kits or "Unilite" conversion
kits. The replacement cap and rotors are available for sale and must be bought to match the
distributor part number. If you contact us with your distributor part number we can match the
cap and rotor to his Comp distributor. Please complete and include the repair form found on our
site. Check your plugs after miles of driving. The white porcelain around the electrode of a
properly gapped plug should have khaki tan coloration. If the plugs look black, close the gap by.
If the porcelain is white, open the gap by. To use with a points style distributor, additional
resistance is needed to get to 3. Turn counterclockwise to reduce the vacuum advance. You will
need to look at your original coil. Spark plug wires are a consumable item like oil in the engine,
they should be changed on a frequent schedule that is determined by how often they run. A
routine schedule of cleaning, inspecting and checking the resistance of the wires should be
done as a routine maintenance program of the car. Some teams even keep a logbook of the
resistance of when the wires were built to compare after running. Some of the most common
problems can come for the actual wire crimps that can be resolved by re-crimping the terminals
or replacing the terminal. The terminals are designed as a conductor crimp so the conductor
does not have to be bent over which fracture or damage the conductor making it can read a
higher resistance than normal. The resistance should be 40 to 50 ohms per foot once the
measurement is noted that value should not change. The only other facture that cannot be
checked is the outside jacket, other than cleaning and a visual inspection looking for abrasion,
cuts and pinholes, the jacket will deteriorate in time due to the amount of energy being
transferred through the wires. The coil wire should be replaced often as it gets hit 8 times more
than the other wires. Big budget teams replace wire set about every third race while most others
would replace them every 6th to7th race. There really is no gauge as to how often to replace
wire set. Remember the wires are the actual delivery system of the spark energy to the spark
plug that will affect a performance of the engine if not up to par. This is a tough question to
answer, there are only two reasons to replace coils when one is "Open" or has a shorted

winding. In either case most can be found with a simple L. Inductor, Capacitance and
Resistance meter. Notice that there are several numbers inscribed on the back of all coils. One
set is the date code which had been changed to an easier method to read and the second and
third sets are the inductance values of the coils. In this case the numerical value does not
represent any form of performance like vs. These numbers are used to monitor a change within
the coil. Keep in mind that these numbers are relative to the meters being used, several
variables can account for the values: coil temperature, lead length, and meter model and meter
frequency output. So if you purchase an LCR meter these numbers will differ slightly from
actual numbers on your coils. Once you acquire a meter it would be wise to log these values
and periodically check them to see if they have changed. Theoretically, once a coil is built and
has run successfully down the track it should never fail unless due to exterior damages. In the
beginning our coils were capable of extremely high voltages. The coils were capable of 55, volts
to 60, volts as time passed we found that these voltage capabilities were unnecessary and were
resulting in a high yield of coil failures prior to shipping. We redesigned the coils limiting the
output voltages to 45, volts, this resulted in cooler running coils that were not capable of
destroying themselves yielding higher percentages of higher quality coils. Prior to purchasing a
set of coils they have already met several of our quality benchmarks. One of the outstanding
test is the coil must run for 5 minutes running at RPM without a coil wire attached, this test is
performed 3 times before arriving the packaging department. This is to test the quality of the
potting material, assuring that porosities or air bubbles are not present. In most cases if either
are present the coil will fail prematurely. Eventually coil usage will degrade coil life or
performance, unfortunately translating this into a number of passes, races or years is difficult to
determine. Checking battery voltage while cranking will insure batteries are fully charged. In
some cases 16 to 18volts can aid to a faster cranking speed. A word of caution: Not all starters
can tolerate higher voltages and most block-mounted starters should not exceed 18Volts. If that
doesn't do it remove the blower belt For testing purposes and check for spark, this should free
the motor up enough that if you do get spark your cranking speed is too low to start the engine
with the blower. If you do not get spark remove the spark plugs and crank the engine again With
the plugs removed the engine will spin quickly if still no spark check the following: Inspect all
connectors to insure the pins have not back out and insure that the "grounds" are correct see
diagram or call us. We can then walk you through several other steps. What's the difference
between a trigger from a magneto and a crank trigger? The main difference is the stability of
timing in most cases the generators are driven by a drive system from the block in a single or
dual configuration. To provide clearance the drives are designed with an offset driven by a belt
arrangement or a set of gears. Belt stretch or backlash can affect timing accuracies as well as
the cam to crank drive suffering from the same problem. This theory was unproven until
RacePak developed their newest software that can monitor timing during a run. Here we have a
run showing the difference in timing in the generators vs. Notice how much the timing changes
with the generator and how much smoother the timing is on the crank triggers. With the timing
moving that much from base timing it explains the some of the catastrophic failures. Again
these parts are a consumable item of the ignition system and the power level that we're running
at these parts will wear and at a higher rate than accustom to than non MSD magneto products.
Typical wear will have a burnt or worn edge that's not as crisp or sharp but should not hurt
performance. The life of a cap and rotor on a amp system will shorter vs a 12 or 20 amp system.
Is the starter turning fast enough? Are the starter batteries fully charged? Has the blower been
re-striped? Try silicone spray in the blower. Is the Kill switch stuck "closed"? Sometimes the
contacts can arch or weld themselves closed. Disconnect for test Check the 4 pin connectors
and pins to see if any of the pins have backed out of the connectors. If Crank triggered, check
the crank pickup air gap it should be. Bypass the crank trigger pickup by connecting the two pin
connectors on the side of the generator together and try restarting the engine, if it starts check
the connections and cable for breaks. This is a common question that is affected by other
outside sources like: Crank Trigger Wheel Diameter: Smaller vs. Non-Blown Blower more
engine drag especially when re-stripped All of the above will play a role as to what the proper air
gap will be for that engine combination. Typical air gap should be between. If the engine fires up
repeatedly, that can ensure the air gap is correct, and crank flex has been accounted for.
Another solution to the problem can be a "Change Over Switch" that will allow starting with the
generator and once started it can be switch to the crank trigger pickups. A word of caution here,
extending magnetic pickup leads can introduce EMI Electro magnetic Interference or RF Radio
Interference into the system, this can cause random misfire and erratic timing, use at your
desecration. Also keep in mind that high vibration environments can cause switches to switch
on and off during a run possibly resulting in engine damage. With the capacitor in place the
retard box would never see the open condition, if it did, the entire ignition system would lose

power Shut completely off and re-ignite again, possibly resulting in engine damage. The
minimum voltage will be 5. One good test would be to monitor the voltage with a meter and
trigger the switches or timers via the WOT switch and watch the voltage. It sounds like the
tachometer is connected to the Tach converter that is connected to the coil. When the Rev
Limiter is active it randomly drops cylinder by not lighting certain cylinders. The coil then does
not spark on those cylinders so the Tach converter does not generate a tach signal for the
tachometer causing it to jump around. One way to eliminate the tachometer jumping is the use
of our Pro Mag Timing Retard that has a tach output. This unit will insure smooth tach trigger
during Rev limiting because it not connected or depending on a coil signal. Older Timing retard
system that use retard chips are the same 30 degrees maximum. Get help from other Gear
Heads! Product Registration Extend your Warranty! Ask Our Experts! Email A Technician. Back
To Top. DIS kit easily converts a conventional distributor and coil to a modern coil per plug
system. I just installed this on my BBC. Doesn't seem that a lot of people are running these yet,
but logically I figured this will be much better as it eliminates the cap and rotor, and coil
saturation would be much better. It always ran great, but I need an early timing curve in my
motor, so the light springs would just start to advance at rpm causing the idle to be a little
unstable. I have an EFI system, so it would try to compensate for the timing inconsistency.
Always bothered me. It took me a day to convert to this system, and I am very pleased. I had to
get creative with installing the coils. I opted to install them all on my firewall above where the
distributor is, and ran traditional length plug wires. I can't say I like the MSD plug wires it came
with. The crimps don't work well, and I don't like the internal terminals on the coils. I had a
terrible time with the wires; MSD needs to provide a better crimp that actually crimps both sides
of the terminal. The terminal would rotate in the tool and only crimp one side. Personally I would
love to see these with HEI terminals. That would make the system perfect. The instructions are
pretty straight forward as is the software. It didn't start up on the first key turn as the initial
distributor setup instructions don't get the timing close enough. I used the software to lock the
timing at 15 degrees and had a friend crank the engine while I adjusted the timing by turning the
dual sync. Once I synced it up with the crank, it fired right up. I immediately drove it, and it
never missed a beat. It idles smooth as glass, and I have a decent size cam in it. Well worth the
money. This system went on my S 10 and yup it is a drag truck, well we bracket race a lot. Built
in Rev limiter works great when you get on the Trans Brake and doing a burnout works great
with the line lock. This system even shows me how my transmission is shifting and the RPM
drop with each shift. This system will let you tune and tune all day and be spot on. How do you
incorporate a Fuel injection system with this system. Also, I run an electric three speed Shifter,
and, the electric shifter does not work very well with this system. I had to get a rev box from
MSD but now this thing is awesome. I would recommend this for anyone. My Account My Cart.
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distributor cap and rotor wear, reduced spark energy losses caused by long spark plug wires,
and the ability to optimize your ignition tuning parameters. The integral 2. Nitrous-fed engines
benefit from the included Step Retard feature. The clearly labeled wiring harness, along with a
full line of supporting components and accessories, take the difficulty and guesswork out of
converting traditional distributor-type engines to a modern and efficient Coil-Per-Plug ignition
system. Part The improved efficiency of these Blaster Coils will give your LS the ignition boost
you're looking for. Part MSD. Limited 1 Year Warranty: See Details. Some parts are not legal for
use in California or other states with similar regulations. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery:
March 2 - 5. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Brand: MSD Ignition. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top

reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. You should read the forums on this item. I think many have
misconceptions on how this will "fix" all of their engine woes. The engine must be in good
shape for this to work well. In tank fuel pump works better, get one! After install, I found out just
how bad my stock distributor was and so bought the electronic distributor that connects to this.
That made a world of improvement since I can now set timing and advance curves on the fly!
Overall, it wasn't cheap but driving around with the car purring at idle and at full power and with
throttle response is so worth it. One person found this helpful. I bought it for my old chevy
truck, and they said that I needed a new hei distributo
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r. I one and I could not get the fuel pump to gas. I called Jegs and asked them about it and they
said, to send it back and I did. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
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